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Abstract 

In recent years, rising fuel costs and a growing sense of environmental 
responsibility have contributed to an increased demand for hybrid and fuel-efficient 
vehicles.  The traditional automobile, in addition to being one of the largest world-wide 
consumers of oil, is also a contributor to air pollution and urban congestion.  
Accordingly, the goal of this project is the creation of a zero-emissions human-electric 
hybrid vehicle to address the problems associated with the traditional automobile and 
fulfill the growing demand for fuel-efficient vehicles.  The proposed vehicle is designed 
for urban commuting, combining the ease of use of a bicycle with the performance of an 
automobile.  Lightweight and able to fit into a bike lane, the proposed vehicle is also able 
to reach speeds in excess of thirty-five miles per hour in the same amount of time as an 
automobile.  After only four months of design and construction, the three senior design 
teams undertaking this project were able to produce a fully-functional vehicle ahead of 
schedule and compete in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ annual Human-
Powered Vehicle Challenge.  The vehicle utilizes a hybrid drive train drawing its power 
from two riders and an electric motor, and is capable of meeting all proposed 
performance criteria.  Although the overall costs incurred in constructing the vehicle 
exceeded proposed figures, many of the expenses were nonrecurring, for tools and other 
materials.  The vehicle is currently operational and being demonstrated at various 
community events as well as undergoing further testing and analysis. 
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Problem description 

In the United States, the automobile is the favored mode of transportation, even in crowded 
urban environments.  In recent years, the number of automobiles has grown to a staggering 136 
million, the vast majority of which are powered by internal combustion engines (National 
Transporation Statistics, 2007).  In urban environments especially, these vehicles are a major 
contributor to three serious problems: congestion, air pollution, and oil consumption. 

A comparison of the size of an automobile to that of a bicycle shows why automobiles play 
such a large part in urban congestion.  A typical automobile requires a footprint approximately 3 
meters wide and can be over 4 meters in length, whereas a bicycle requires approximately 0.75 
meters in width and is approximately 2 meters in length.  Accordingly, a bicycle has a footprint 
approximately 14% of that of a car (Layton et al., 2007).  Despite the large disparity in size, 
these vehicles are typically used for the same purpose, namely the transportation of people from 
one location to another.  A study undertaken by the Texas Transportation Institute indicated that 
an average commuter experienced thirty-eight hours of wasted time due to congestion during 
their commute annually, translating to a national total of 4.2 billion hours and an estimated $78 
billion in losses (Schrank and Lomax, 2007).  Furthermore, a study performed in the city of 
Philadelphia indicated that due to congestion, a cross-town commute was best undertaken on 
bicycle, as seen in Figure 1 (Center City District, 2008). 
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Figure 1 Average cross-town commute times in Center City Philadelphia 

In addition to causing congestion, traditional automobiles also contribute to air pollution.  A 
conventional car engine produces exhaust containing hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and 
oxides of carbon.  According to the EPA, the average passenger car emits 11,450 pounds of 
carbon dioxide per year (Census, 2003), making automobiles one of the greatest man-made 
contributors of the greenhouse gas.  Additionally, air pollution is estimated to have caused four 
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to five million cases of chronic bronchitis worldwide, and caused five-hundred thousand 
premature deaths (Soubbotina, 2004).  As a comparison, a study comparing the carbon emissions 
of an average car or sport utility vehicle (“SUV”) to that of a bicyclist indicated that a bicyclist 
emitted only eight liters of carbon dioxide per mile as compared to the hundreds emitted by 
automobiles, as seen in Figure 2 (Layton, et al. 2007).  

 
Figure 2 Carbon footprint comparison 

In addition to the air pollution, the internal combustion also relies on non-renewable fossil 
fuels as its energy source.  Various studies indicate that a worldwide peak in oil discovery 
occurred over fifty years ago, and predict a peak in oil production in the next forty years 
(Newman, 2007).  Reliance on fossil fuels has become an issue of economic sustainability.  The 
issue is especially acute in United States cities, where the average annual oil consumption is 56 
gigajoules (GJ) per-capita, seven times more than the consumption of Tokyo and Barcelona, 
which average 8 GJ, and significantly more than many Chinese and Indian cities, which average 
2 GJ (Newman, 2007).  Introducing a self-sustainable automobile with performance 
specifications suited for urban driving would serve to help decrease this dependence on oil.   

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the energy efficiency and fuel costs of an automobile on a 
per-mile basis as compared to a bicycle (Layton et al. 2007).  The figures indicate that an 
automobile requires over six megajoules of energy, in the form of gasoline, to travel a mile, as 
compared to the 250 kilojoules required by a bicyclist.   

The goal of this project is to address the problems of pollution, congestion, and oil 
consumption associated with traditional automobiles by creating a new, lightweight vehicle 
useful for urban commuting.  The vehicle is to be powered by both a human and an electrical 
element, and designed to mimic the performance of traditional automobiles in urban 
environments. 
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Figure 3 Energy efficiency and fuel cost comparisons 

Since the vehicle is being designed to be driven on city streets alongside passenger 
automobiles and busses, it must mimic automotive performance in urban environments. The 
vehicle is designed to have a top speed of at least 35 miles per hour (56 kilometers per hour), the 
speed limit on the majority of urban streets.  It is also designed to accelerate from zero to thirty-
five miles per hour 75% as quickly as an average automobile, based on a study of vehicle 
acceleration at a controlled intersection (Wang, et al. 2004).    It must also be small enough to 
operate under the context of a bicycle, be stored easily, and navigate city streets, as well as 
inexpensive enough to be a practical alternative to the automobile.  A full listing of the design 
criteria is as follows: 

• Accelerate from 0 to 56 km/h in less than 16.3 seconds 
• Decelerate from 56 to 0 km/h in less than 18 meters 
• Have a turning radius no larger than 5.5 meters 
• Have a top speed of at least 56 km/h 
• Fit within a bicycle lane 
• Have a total cost of under 3,000 USD 

Progress toward solution 

The proposed deliverable of this project was a fully-functional and competitive human-
electric hybrid vehicle that can mimic automotive performance.  As of the completion of this 
report, the three teams collaborating on the project have successfully created a fully-functional 
vehicle that has competed in the ASME Human Powered Vehicle Challenge.  The competition 
featured design, utility, endurance, and sprint events, each of which the vehicle competed in.  
The competition did not allow for the use of the electric motor, but the team members were still 
able to post top speeds of over twenty miles per hour and complete more than twenty kilometers 
of the endurance competition before having to drop out due to technical difficulties.   

As far as performance criteria are concerned, the vehicle was able to turn with a radius of 4.5 
meters and stop within 13 meters, both values better than the proposed design criteria.  The 
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vehicle also met the proposed objective of being able to fit within a bicycle lane with an overall 
width of 1 meter and length of 4 meters.  As of the writing of this report, the vehicle has not been 
benchmarked using the electric motor.  However, tests with only two human riders have 
indicated a top speed of over thirty miles per hour, and simulations using measured values from 
the vehicle have indicated the vehicle will be able to exceed the proposed acceleration 
minimums.  Further information is included in the section entitled Testing and Validation.  

Teamwork 

Due to the scope of the project, three separate design teams worked together to ensure the 
vehicle’s successful completion.  The design and construction efforts were separated into 
categories and divided among the groups.   To ensure successful design integration, the three 
teams collaborated extensively.  Table 1 lists the vehicle components for which each team 
maintained primary responsibility.  From Senior Design Team 13, Raymond Canzanese was 
tasked with overall drive train design, John Palermo with aerodynamic fairing design and vehicle 
stability, Joseph Porcelli with electrical system design, and Joseph Hirschkowitz with suspension 
design.  Table 2 lists the specific activities completed by each of the four member of MEM 
Senior Design Team 13. 

Table 1 Primary responsibilities of each senior design team 

Team 11 Team 12 Team 13 

seats 
wheels 

frame 
suspension 
steering 
rollover protection 
brakes 
solar energy 
energy storage 

suspension modeling 
regenerative braking 
electric component design 
drive train 
vehicle stability 
aerodynamic fairing 
 

 
 
Table 2 Team member complete task list 

R. Canzanese J. Hirschkowitz J. Palermo J. Porcelli 
drive train 
motor design 
vehicle performance 
component procurement 
regenerative braking 
ASME event 
online Wiki 
battery selection 
fairing construction 

suspension modeling fairing design 
fairing construction 
material selection 
vehicle stability 
vehicle testing 
ASME event 
steering design 
frame design 

motor modeling 
motor selection 
controller selection 
electronic design 
lighting design 
circuit construction 
controls 
ASME event 
battery selection 
fairing construction  
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Method of solution 

Consideration for alternative solutions 

For the scope of this project, four specific solutions were considered: 
• A solar-powered vehicle, 
• An electric vehicle charged through the power grid, 
• A human-powered vehicle, 
• A vehicle equipped with regenerative braking. 

Careful consideration of the alternatives showed that no single option offered an ideal 
solution.  For example, a solar powered vehicle requires too large a profile to fit inside a bike 
lane and is limited to driving during daytime hours.  While a plug-in electric vehicle addresses 
this issue, it does not utilize the power of the human riders it is transporting.  Conversely, a 
human-powered vehicle utilizes this power, but cannot meet the proposed performance 
specifications.  Thus, the teams decided to build a human-electric hybrid vehicle and perform 
feasibility studies for regenerative braking and solar energy.  

Feasibility study 

In order to determine the feasibility of creating a human-electric hybrid vehicle with the 
proposed performance specifications, the teams performed an extensive study of currently 
available human-electric hybrid vehicles.  A full listing of these vehicles is included in the 
proposal for this project and includes Advanced Vehicle Design’s Taxi vehicle (AVD, 2007).  
The teams have in possession two of this vehicle, which were used as a testing platform to 
benchmark their performance and explore design considerations.  Tests performed on the AVD 
Taxi underscored the importance of having a full, aerodynamic enclosure for the vehicle, a 
transmission for the electric motor, and a lightweight design. 

Regenerative braking 

The goal of regenerative braking is to convert the kinetic energy of a vehicle to electrical 
energy, which can be used to recharge the vehicle’s batteries.  Regenerative braking requires a 
drive train wherein the motor is engaged with the rear axle during stopping to allow for the 
transfer of energy from the rear axle to the electric motor.  A study detailed in the progress report 
for this project indicated that a traditional rear bicycle wheel with a freewheel system and a 
standard derailleur system could not be utilized for regenerative braking.  Because a freewheel 
system allows the rear wheel to spin freely without transferring back to the drive train, its use 
eliminates the possibility of regenerative braking.  Additionally, a derailleur system is designed 
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to be operated in only one direction.  An attempt to use a derailleur system during regenerative 
braking would damage the system. 

Alternative solutions to the derailleur were considered, including a motor to be used as a 
generator, the use of a hub motor, and the use of an internal hub gearing system.  The inclusion 
of an additional motor would require friction with the tire to perform braking, resulting in 
increased wear on the tire.  This system would also introduce additional mechanical complexity, 
electrical complexity, and mass to the system.  The possibility of using a hub motor is a viable 
solution for regenerative braking, as evidenced by the existing bicycle electric assist system 
BionX (Bionx, 2005).  However, the motor is attached directly to the rear wheel without the use 
of a transmission, and therefore could not be used to accelerate the vehicle within the design 
criteria.  An internal gear hub offers a viable solution, although its internal freewheel mechanism 
would need to be disabled, although this process typically decreases the number of speeds 
available to the rider from three-to-five to two-to-four (Brown, 1999).  The internal hub gear 
represents the most feasible solution, although it has a lower efficiency and higher mass than a 
traditional bicycle transmission.  Additionally, use of a hub gear system would also require the 
use of a clutch to engage and disengage the motor during vehicle operation. 

To further examine the feasibility of regenerative braking, mathematical simulations were 
used to quantify its effectiveness in terms of the amount of energy that could be recaptured 
during a variety of driving scenarios.  Equation (1) is used to calculate the efficiency of the 
process, where ηi is the efficiency of each individual system involved in the regenerative 
process. Table 3 shows the estimated values for each ηi.  The motor efficiency is the efficiency 
of the motor at two-thirds of its peak value, determined from examination of the motor’s 
efficiency curve.  The controller efficiency is the estimate provided by the manufacturer of the 
selected controller.  The low speed loss is the energy that will be lost at low velocities when the 
motor is no longer spinning fast enough to generate any electricity.  Additionally, the 
transmission efficiency is based on known values for internal hub gears.  (Wilson, 2004). 

 iη∏  (1) 

Table 3 Efficiency of regeneration elements 

source of energy loss efficiency 
motor efficiency 0.56 
transmission 0.85 
friction 0.96 
controller 0.96 
battery 0.70 
low speed loss 0.90 
total efficiency 0.28 
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The value of the percent of the losses due to friction is estimated from on the power 
calculations for constant velocity maintenance and a study of braking (Wicks and Donnelly, 
1997).  This study estimated comfortable deceleration of an automobile to be 1.6 m/s2.  For the 
proposed vehicle traveling at top speed, this yields a stopping distance of 76.1 m and time of 
9.75 seconds by Equation (2).  The power dissipated due to friction, 123 W, is calculated in the 
section entitled Testing and Validation, and can be used in Equation (3), which shows power P in 
terms of energy E and time t, to calculate the energy losses.  This yields an energy loss of 1200 J 
during stopping.  Equation (4), which relates kinetic energy K in terms of mass m and velocity v, 
is used to determine the amount of energy dissipation required to stop the vehicle to be 29 kJ.  
Thus, the energy lost to friction is approximately four percent of the total energy loss. 

 
va
t

Δ=
Δ  (2) 
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t

Δ=
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 21
2K mv=  (4) 

The product of the values in Table 3, 0.28, represents the overall efficiency of the 
regeneration system.  This number could be improved to 0.38 through the use of a capacitor 
system rather than a battery, since a capacitor can be charged at a higher rate and more 
efficiently than battery.  Capacitors were not used for this project due to their price-to-storage 
ratio, but will have to be taken into account in future iterations of a vehicle.  A full exploration of 
energy storage is not included in this document, but can be found in MEM Senior Design Team 
12’s final report. 

In order to obtain a more accurate picture of the effectiveness of regenerative braking in real-
world situations, five separate driving circumstances were analyzed, each situation assuming an 
even plane.  The first three simulations, intended to simulate a dense urban commute, involved 
the vehicle being driven from 23rd and Chestnut Streets to Front and Chestnut Streets in 
Philadelphia, a total distance of 3.2 kilometers with 21 traffic lights along the way.  In each 
situation, the vehicle stopped at none of the lights, one quarter of the lights, and one half of the 
lights, respectively.  The values used in these simulations originally were based on estimated 
values, which have been updated to reflect the actual measured values from the vehicle.  The 
results indicated that the amount of the energy recaptured varied from 9% to 19% of the energy 
expended.  The final two simulations represented suburban commutes.  Since the average 
American’s commute is 24.3 minutes (Census, 2003), a 24 km trip was considered wherein only 
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five stops were made.  The same number of stops was also considered for a 48 km commute.  
The amount of energy recaptured during these two scenarios was 4% and 2%, respectively. 

The five simulations indicate that regenerative braking is most effective when the vehicle 
makes a large number of stops, and in the best case can recapture almost 20% of the energy 
expended.  In order to understand what this means in terms of longevity of the vehicle’s battery, 
the cost of re-delivering the energy to the drive train must be considered.  This is done by 
multiplying the amount of energy recaptured by the same series of efficiencies in Table 3, with 
the exception of low speed losses.  This yields a range of 1% to 10% of the energy being 
redelivered to the drive train.  Thus, in a constant stop and start scenario, a battery’s life could 
ideally be extended by 10%.  In a more typical situation, for a commute, however, the battery’s 
life could be extended by at best 2%.  To put this in perspective, a battery that normally has a 
two-hour life, will now last an extra twelve minutes in a dense urban environment, or an extra 
two minutes in a suburban environment.  More detailed information regarding the simulations is 
included in Appendix A. 

The overall results of the study were that regenerative braking will increase battery life only 
nominally, while increasing the mass, price, and transmission complexity of the vehicle.  The 
main drawbacks of incorporating regenerative braking in the vehicle are the decreased 
transmission efficiency and additional labor and cost of components for regeneration.  
Regenerative braking would require a clutch mechanism to allow the driver to disengage the 
motor for coasting and a hub gear modified to disable the freewheel, a total estimated cost of 
$500.  Thus, the teams decided not to include regenerative braking on the vehicle. 

Design analysis 

Vehicle transmission design 

The vehicle’s transmission is designed to incorporate both the human and electric 
components, and deliver the power they provide to the rear wheel.  To do this, a jackshaft is 
used, where the chains originating from the pedals for the two riders are connected to freewheels, 
allowing the riders to pedal independently of the motor and of each other.  The jackshaft also 
serves as the point to which the motor is attached, via a gear reduction.  A chain ring is used to 
connect the jackshaft to the rear wheel, which utilizes a standard bicycle cassette and derailleur.  
The entire transmission utilizes standard 3/32 in. bicycle chain.  Standard bicycle components 
were used because they interface easily with the human element, are lightweight, and are 
efficient.  Decision matrices documenting the specifications of the bicycle components selected 
are included in Appendix B.  In addition to these components, custom adapters needed to be 
designed and machined for interfacing the bicycle freewheel and chain ring to the jackshaft, 
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which consists of a 5/8 in. steel shaft.  Drawings of these components are included in Figure 4.  
The drive train also incorporated various idlers and tensioners, constructed from inline skate 
wheels and long cage derailleurs to ensure proper routing of the bicycle chains, and allow the 
length of the booms to be adjusted to suit a particular rider’s size.   

 
Figure 4 Jackshaft freewheel adapter (left) and chainring adapter (right) 

The gearing of the transmission is important for enabling the vehicle to accelerate within the 
proposed performance specifications and to reach the proposed top speed.  Equation (5) is used 
to calculate the required gain ratio for the transmission, where v is the velocity, d is the wheel 
diameter, f is the pedaling frequency, and g is the gain ratio.  For a velocity of 56 km/h, a wheel 
diameter of 20 in, and a comfortable pedaling frequency of 80 Hz (Wilson, 2004), the required 
gain ratio was determined to be 7.35.  The gain ratios attainable using the bicycle components 
alone are listed in Table 4, indicating that the components are inadequate for achieving the top 
speed.  Therefore, the jackshaft is used to step up the gearing as well, by interfacing with the 
pedals via a 16 tooth sprocket and the wheel via a 30 tooth, stepping up the gearing by a factor of 
1.9 by Equation (6) and allowing the vehicle to reach top speeds of 62 km/h. 

 v dfgπ=  (5) 

 front

rear

t
g

t
=  (6) 

Table 4 Transmission gain ratios 
    rear cog sizes (teeth) 
    12 13 14 15 17 19 21 24 27 

52 4.33 4.00 3.71 3.47 3.06 2.74 2.48 2.17 1.93 chainring sizes 
(teeth) 39 3.25 3.00 2.79 2.60 2.29 2.05 1.86 1.63 1.44 

In addition to the overall gearing of the vehicle via the rear cassette, the electric motor also 
requires gearing to ensure that it operates at peak efficiency at cruising speeds and can accelerate 
the vehicle within the proposed criterion.  The peak efficiency of the selected motor occurs at 
5500 RPM, with peak torque occurring at 3500 RPM.  By Equation (6), the jackshaft will spin at 
260 RPM at maximum speed.  To match that speed, the motor will have to undergo a reduction 
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of 1/22.  The gear reduction is accomplished via two stages, using timing belts and aluminum 
pulleys.  Fiberglass reinforced neoprene belts were chosen because their breaking force (1500 N) 
exceeds the maximum force, calculated via Equation (7) to be 1023 N, relating force to the 
maximum torque of the motor τ and the radius of the pulleys r. 

 r Fτ = ×  (7) 

Because operation at maximum efficiency would require a double stage reduction, the 
possibility of using a one stage reduction was also explored.  In order to determine whether the 
vehicle would be able to accelerate effectively with only a single stage reduction, Equation (7) 
and (8) were used in conjunction to determine the amount of torque required at the rear wheel for 
acceleration.  Losses from friction and drag were discounted due to their relatively small size for 
these calculations.  Using the values explained in the Motor Design section, these equations yield 
a torque of 63.75 N-m at the wheel.  With a single stage reduction, the torque required at the 
motor can be derived using Equation (9) where torque at the motor is determined by multiplying 
the torque at the wheel by the gear reductions the motor goes through.  At a single 72 to 15 tooth 
reduction, the smallest possible with the timing pulleys, the result is 14 N-m of torque, out of the 
range of overall torque capabilities of the motor.  Additionally, at a single stage the motor only 
spins at 1500 RPM, well under both peak efficiency and peak torque.  A double stage reduction 
is to be used, requiring a peak motor torque output of only 6.3 N-m, even with the transmission 
at its highest speed.  

 F ma=  (8) 

 1

2

sprocket
motor wheel

sprocket

t
t

τ τ= ∏  (9) 

Motor and controller modeling 

The electric portion of the project involves using a motor to augment the human power 
provided to the system.  The team underwent the following design process to select the 
appropriate motor and controller, taking into consideration the safety of the vehicle and the 
power and torque requirements. 

The motor selected is a brushed DC motor with a permanent magnet stator. A valuable 
characteristic of this motor type is that the torque is directly proportional to the driving current 
and the speed is proportional to the driving voltage.  This allows for a simple control method to 
be employed.   Since the desired control element is the speed of the motor, then the controller 
should be able to control the motor’s driving voltage.  The battery shows a constant potential 
across its terminals so some method will be required to vary the voltage with respect to throttle 
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position.  Pulse width modulation (PWM) is one such method.  PWM control works by sending 
pulses of varying widths to the motor.  The width of the pulse is a function of the motor’s desired 
speed.  From the motor’s point of view the driving voltage is the time average of the control 
signal.  This allows the pulse width modulation to regulate the speed of the motor.   

The first step of the design was to define the stability requirements for the system. This was 
done by building a linear state-space model for the motor and generating the root-locus diagram. 
Next an analysis of the motor’s operating range is performed, and finally selection of an 
adequate controller.   

The linear state-space model is a function of the motor’s operating equations.  Kirchhoff’s 
voltage law yields Equation (10), the motor’s electrical equation.  Equation (10) shows that the 
voltage applied across the motor’s terminals is equal to the motor’s impedance R Ls+ , the 
current flowing through the motor ( )I s , the back-emf-constant eK , and the motor shaft’s 

rotational velocity ( )sΩ . Equation (11) is the coupling equation.  The coupling equation relates 

the electrical and mechanical characteristics of the motor and is a function of the torque 
constant TK .  Equation (12) describes the mechanical operation of the motor.  The generated 

torque gT  is the sum of the motor rotator’s inertia J  and the motor’s internal viscous friction 

multiplied with the shaft’s rotational velocity and added to the load torque loadT (Nise, 2004).  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eV s R Ls I s K s= + + Ω  (10) 

 ( ) ( )g TT s K I s=  (11) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g loadT s Js s B s T s= Ω + Ω +  (12) 

The state-space model is generated from the motor’s physical and electrical characteristics.  
Equation (13) shows the simplified state space model for the motor (Nise, 2004).  In this 
equation, the item of interest is the rotational velocity of the motor shaft θ .  The other state 
variable is the current though the motor’s armature. 
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Once the state space model is known a simulation model can be realized.  Figure 5 shows the 
simulation model.  Table 5 shows the parameters used for the simulation.  

 
Figure 5 Motor simulation model with step input and no load torque  

 
 
Table 5 Motor simulation parameters 
 

 metric  symbol value units 
inductance La 1.43 henries 
resistance Ra 3.4 ohms 

torque constant 
TK  36.4 oz-in/amp 

inertia J 0.01 oz-in-sec2 

viscous friction B 6 oz-in 
back-emf constant 

eK  26.9 volt/krpm 
load torque 

LoadT  0 oz-in 

 

The first two items extracted from the simulation model are the root-locus and the bode 
diagram in Figure 6.  The root locus shows the relative range for stability while the bode diagram 
shows the phase margin and bandwidth.  From the root locus, all the poles are in the right-half 
plane for all time, and therefore the motor will remain stable for all inputs.  From the bode 
diagram the phase is asymptotic to but never crosses over -180 degrees, indicating that the 
system is stable (Nise, 2004).   
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Figure 6 Motor root locus and Bode diagram 

After the motor’s stability has been established the next task is to determine the settling time 
required.  The settling time can be found from the model’s step response. To do this, a step input 
is applied to the motor model and the state variables are observed.  For the motor used in the 
vehicle, the input signal, a step, would simulate the motor being turned on.  For performance 
purpose the settling time is desired to be much less then the human operator’s reaction time.  The 
average human reaction time is in the range of 0.8 to 1.5 seconds (Helander, 1990).  Figure 7 
indicates that the settling time is around 0.2 seconds, which is substantially less then the 0.8 
second reaction time of the human operator and is therefore not the limiting factor for the 
motor’s bandwidth. 

 
Figure 7 Motor shaft rotational speed for a 10 volt step input 

Once the motor’s settling time is known the system response time can be calculated.  
Assuming that the human operator is in control of the motor at all times the system reaction time 
becomes the human reaction time plus the motor’s settling time.  Equation (14) describes the 
system response time as a function of the motor settling time and the operator response time.  
The goal is to select a controller with a response time that is less than or equal to the system’s 
response time.   This ensures that the controller is not the limiting factor for the system 
bandwidth. 
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 R system motor operatorS R= +  (14) 

Since the motor’s stability and settling time are known to be within acceptable bounds, the 
burden of maintaining stability for the motor is removed and the search can continue without 
state-feedback design.  The remaining motor controller design criteria are to ensure that the 
controller is capable of handling the electrical demands of the motor and that the controller is 
economically feasible.  Accordingly, the most economical controller that had a response that met 
the aforementioned criteria was selected.  Details regarding the considered controllers and the 
selected controller, along with motor selection are included in Appendix C. 

Suspension design 

The vehicle requires two suspension systems, a suspension system for each of the front 
wheels, and a suspension system for the rear wheel, which can be considered separately.  The 
design of the suspension has three primary constraints.  First, the suspension must provide 
increased comfort to the driver by absorbing impact from imperfections in the ground as the 
vehicle drives over them. Second, the suspension must lower the possibility of causing a flat tire 
during lateral impact with an object such as a curb.  Lastly, the suspension must not impair the 
driver’s ability to pedal the vehicle by causing the pedal system to shift relative to the driver.  
Any change in position could cause the driver to fail to maintain contact with the pedals.  
Because an in-seat suspension would cause such movement, the teams opted to integrate the 
suspension with the chassis. 

To simplify the overall suspension design, the frame team designed head tubes to house the 
front suspension system.  The head tubes each house a compression spring and bearings for the 
front wheel.  The spring constant for the springs in the head tubes must be selected such that the 
suspension never reaches full extension or maximum compression while minimizing road 
vibrations. 

The rear suspension is designed to utilize an off-the-shelf spring and damper suspension 
system for a bicycle, with a custom rear fork.  A proper damper must also be chosen so that the 
oscillation of the spring ceases in a timely manner.  In order to determine the required damper 
coefficient, the suspension was modeled in MATLAB using Equation (15) where m is the mass 
attached to the spring damper, b is the damper constant, k is the spring constant, and F is the 
force on the mass. 

 F mx bx kx= + +  (15) 
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By testing different values for the damper constant b and the spring constant k, an ideal 
spring and damper combination can be determined experimentally.  The suspension system for 
the vehicle consists of two 360 lb/in springs mounted in the head tubes, and a 1000 lb/in spring 
with damper mounted to the rear fork. 

Aerodynamic shell 

An aerodynamic shell enclosure, or aeroshell, was designed to enclose the entire vehicle.  Its 
purpose is to protect the riders from the elements, insulate from the heat and cold, and also 
isolate them from road noise.  To be as aerodynamic as possible, the shell was designed around a 
teardrop shape, with no sharp corners.  The design started with a standard National Advisory 
Committee on Aeronautics (NACA) 4-digit series airfoil shape, which was designed for 
maximum laminar flow along its length.  This shape was then modified to hold the vehicle frame 
and riders.  Figure 8 shows a top and side view of the shell with the frame and riders.  The shell 
design was modeled to test the air flow around it.  Figure 9 shows the pressure coefficient of air 
as it flows around the side of the vehicle.  Figure 10 shows a similar plot along the top and 
bottom of the vehicle.  Figure 11 shows a different type of air flow test; it plots the air velocity 
around the vehicle instead of the pressure coefficient.  The large spike at the rear of the vehicle 
in Figure 10 represents a region of low pressure, which adds to the overall drag of the vehicle.  
One solution to this problem is to make the tail longer, so that the top and bottom come together 
more gradually.  However, a greatly extended tail is needed for appreciable gains in drag 
efficiency.  Another problem area is the high pressure region under the rear of the vehicle.  As 
the high and low pressure air merge behind the vehicle, they create vortices and sap energy from 
the vehicle.  To remedy this, the underside can be given a gentler slope.  However, the area 
swept out by the pedaler’s feet prohibits too much modification.  The finalized design is 
therefore a compromise between minimizing drag forces while accommodating the riders and 
minimizing overall length.  Figure 12 is a 3D view of the final shell model. 

A number of materials were considered for the shell.  The most popular shell material for 
HPV’s is fiberglass.  Since a major design criteria is to minimize weight, fiberglass was deemed 
too heavy.  Appendix D lists a number of material choices.  The team opted to use Zotefoam, 
which is a closed-cell, cross linked polyethylene foam.  Zotefoam was chosen because is it 
exceptionally lightweight, easy to form, and acts as a good insulator. 
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Figure 8 Top and side views of shell with frame and riders 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 9 Pressure distribution along top view, pressure coefficient values in figure 
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Figure 10 Pressure distribution along side view, pressure coefficient values in figure 

 
Figure 11 Air velocity distribution along side view 
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Figure 12 3D Model of aeroshell 

 

Testing and validation 

Motor power calculations 

The power requirement of the motor, documented in depth in the progress report for this 
project, was calculated such that it would be able to augment the power delivered by the riders 
and enable the vehicle to perform within the proposed specifications.  This section marks a 
comparison between the calculated power requirement and the actual output. 

Equation (16) shows the expression for the power delivered to the wheels Pw as a function of 
the power contributed by the driver(s) Ph and the motor Pm, where ηm is the transmission 
efficiency, defined to be in the range 0.85-0.97 (Wilson, 2004).  

 ( )w m h mP P Pη= +  (16) 

In order to maintain a constant speed, the riders and motor will need to provide a force equal 
to the forces acting to impede the vehicle’s motion, namely aerodynamic drag and friction with 
the driving surface.  Equation (17) shows the equation for the work required to overcome 
aerodynamic drag Pd where ρ is air’s density, v is the vehicle’s relative velocity, A is the frontal 
cross sectional area of the vehicle, and Cd is the unit-less drag coefficient.  Equation (18) shows 
the equation for the work to overcome rolling friction, where CR is the coefficient of rolling 
friction between the tires and road surface, m is the vehicle’s mass, and g is the gravitational 
constant. 

 31
2d dP v ACρ=  (17) 
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 r RP C mgv=  (18) 

By combining equations (16) through (18), the following expression for the power required 
to power the vehicle is derived. The variables in Table 6 provide an estimate of the variables 
needed to solve the expression alongside the measured values for the completed vehicle.  Values 
for coefficients of drag, area, and transmission efficiency are estimates for a commuter HPV 
(Wilson, 2004). 

 31 1
2( )

mh m d RP P v AC C mgvη ρ+ = +  (19) 

Table 6 Estimated vehicle measurements 

metric symbol estimated value actual value 
transmission efficiency ηm 0.91 0.91 
air density ρ 1.2 kg / m3 1.2 kg / m3 
fontal cross section A 0.5 m2 0.75 m2 

aerodynamic drag coeff. Cd 0.2 0.2 
rolling drag coeff. CR 0.003 0.003 
total mass including riders m 239 kg 260 kg 
gravity g 9.81 m/s2 9.81 m/s2 

Substituting the values in Table 6 into Equation (19), with a velocity of 15.6 m/s (35 mph) 
yields an actual power requirement of 405 W.  Assuming a rider can deliver 100 W of power 
continuously (Wilson 2004), the motor would be required to deliver 405 W of power.  Although 
originally calculated to be able to do half the work at top speed, the human element will be doing 
approximately one-half of the work.  Figure 13 depicts the power required in a range of 
velocities varying from 0 to 35 mph.  The curve indicates that the riders will be able to provide 
100% of the power below 23 mph, and half at 30 mph.  Figure 13 also depicts the power required 
for the same velocities when only 1 driver is present in the vehicle, as well as various ascents and 
descents. 
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Figure 13 Power required for speed maintenance of vehicle 

Figure 13 also shows the power required to maintain velocity on a hill of positive and 
negative slopes of three percent (1.7 degrees), the slope of a modest hill (Wilson, 2004).  For 
these calculations, an additional term was added to Equation (19) for the power required to 
overcome gravity during ascent or the power added by gravity during descent.  This additional 
term relates the power in terms of the angle of the slope α, the mass of the vehicle m, the 
gravitational constant g, and the velocity of the vehicle, v.  Equation (20) is the resulting 
equation.  The negative values in the graph correspond to power that will either accelerate the 
vehicle or will be dissipated during braking.  If regenerative braking were to be implemented on 
the vehicle, this power could be recaptured by the vehicle, at the aforementioned efficiency 

 31 1
2( sin )

mh m d RP P v AC C mgv mgvη ρ α+ = + +  (20) 

Equation (21) relates power to mass m, velocity v, and acceleration dv/dt, and is used to 
determine the power required for acceleration.  

 dv
dtP mv=  (21) 

In order to solve the equation for the power, given the values in Table 6, Equation (21) was 
integrated with respect to time.  The result of the integration is shown in Equation (22).  
Substituting the values in Table 6, the equation yields a power requirement of 1952 W for 
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lossless acceleration.  For a single rider, the decreased mass yields a power requirement of 1202 
W. 

 
2

max

2 accel
mvP
t

=  (22) 

To determine the max power to be delivered by the motor Pmax, the power required for 
acceleration Paccel is added to the power required to overcome the frictional forces Pconst and the 
power delivered by the riders is subtracted Prider, as in Equation (23).  In the case of acceleration, 
the power delivered by a rider is assumed to be 250 W, as the human body can maintain this 
higher power output for the short 15 second duration needed for acceleration (Wilson, 2004).  
This equation yields a maximum power requirement for the motor of 2.76 hp, as compared to the 
2.25 horsepower during the design phase of the project.  This difference is largely attributed to 
the larger that projected mass of the vehicle, mainly from additions to the design which have 
occurred over the course of the project and the use of sealed lead acid batteries.  However, since 
the selected motor has a peak output of 3 horsepower, the vehicle is able to exceed the proposed 
performance criterion of acceleration to 56 km/h, accelerating to 58 km/h in 16.3 s on level 
ground.  Detailed results of the motor power calculations are included in Appendix E. 

 max 2accel const riderP P P P= + −  (23) 

Stability 

When a vehicle executes a turn, a centripetal force acting through the center of gravity (CG) 
tries to over turn it.  The vehicle will tend to tip about an axis defined by its two outer points of 
contact, i.e. its outer two wheels.  When the vehicle is about to tip, the radial acceleration acting 
through a moment arm in the z direction from the ground to the CG is equal to the gravitational 
acceleration acting though a moment arm in the x direction, from the tipping axis to the CG, 
defined by Equation (24): 

 
2

z x
vm r mgr
ρ

=  (24) 

where: 
m is the mass of the vehicle,  
v is the velocity, 
ρ is the turning radius,  
rz is the distance from the ground to the CG,  
rx is the distance from the tipping axis to the CG, and 
g is the gravitational constant.  
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Since the centripetal force’s line of action through the CG is rarely perpendicular to the 
tipping axis, only a portion of the centripetal force will come into play.  This portion is equal to 
the cosine of the angle formed by the centripetal force and a vector perpendicular to the tipping 
axis.  Since the vehicle mass appears on both sides of Equation (24), it can be removed.  If we 
define the critical velocity Vcrit as the velocity at which the vehicle begins to tip, Equation (24) 
can be rewritten as: 

 
1/ 2

1
cos

x
crit

z

rV g
r

ρ
θ

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

 (25) 

In Figure 14 through Figure 16, lines radiate out from the instantaneous turning center to all 
points of ground contact, and also the CG.  The line connecting the two outer wheels represents 
the tipping axis.  The arrows on the wheels represent the turning angle required by the front 
wheel(s), being perpendicular to the radial lines.  The arrows along the tipping axis represent 
both an extrapolation of the CG radial line, and a line perpendicular to the tipping axis.  As can 
be seen in the drawings, nearly all the centripetal force is felt on a delta design, and about 98% of 
the force is felt in a quad design.  The tadpole design only feels 88% of the centripetal force.  
This means, all things being equal, the tadpole is the most stable design during turns.  Appendix 
F lists the critical velocities at a number of turning radii.  It also lists the maximum forces felt by 
the rider just as the vehicle is about to tip.   

 

 
Figure 14 Delta Stability 
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Figure 15 Quad Stability 

 

 
Figure 16 Tadpole Stability 

 

It is also desirable to calculate the flipping stability of the vehicle, the point at which the rear 
wheel begins to lift off the ground.  This is useful for designing the braking system and 
calculating the braking distance at different velocities.  The equation is similar to the roll over 
stability equation; it is simply a moment sum about the front axis.  When the rear wheel is about 
to lift, the forward force acting in the z direction along an arm from the CG to the front axis is 
equal to the gravitational force acting in the y direction along an arm from the CG to the front 
axis.  Appendix G lists the braking distances at a number of velocities.  The values for flipping 
acceleration were derived from Equation (26), where rz is the vertical distance between the front 
axle and the CG, ry is the horizontal distance between the axle and the CG, and g is the 
gravitational constant.   

 y
F

z

gr
a

r
=  (26) 
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When the maximum flipping force is known, the minimum braking time can be found from 
Equation (27), where the flipping acceleration aF is related to the change in velocity v over time t. 

 F
dva
dt

=  (27) 

Economic analysis 

The goal during the course of the project was to keep the overall vehicle costs under $3000.  
The project was operating under funding from Central City Toyota and Ardmore Toyota totaling 
$3000, as well as additional funding from The Fire, Trophy Bikes, and Senator James Roebuck.  
Table 7 lists the total costs of completing the project, along with projected labor costs, placing 
the vehicle above the projected limit of $3000 for parts and materials.  However, many purchases 
for parts were of a nonrecurring nature, specifically for the creation of the mold for the fairing 
and the purchase of various tools.  Additionally, many of the purchases would increase in 
quantity, leading to lower prices if the vehicles were to be produced in larger quantities.  As a 
result, future iterations of the vehicle will be able to be created within the $3000 budget.  
Appendix H includes an itemized list of the costs incurred during the course of the project. 

Table 7 Estimated vehicle cost 
component cost
electronics $750
frame $350
drive train $600
suspension $150
wheels $550
brakes $260
fairing $600
parts total $3210
labor (200 hrs @ $25/hr) $5000
total $8210

Analysis of the hours contributed by each team to ensure successful completion of the project 
and projected corrections to account for future efficiency in the construction process indicate that 
the estimated completion time for a single vehicle in a mass-production environment is 200-man 
hours.  With two mechanics working on each vehicle, this would yield an annual production of 
ten vehicles per year.  Appendix I includes a projected industry budget for the creation of a 
company whose sole purpose if the manufacture of the existing vehicle and the design of future 
vehicles and refinements to the vehicle. 
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Schedule 

The original schedule for the design and construction set an estimated completion date of 1 
May, with reports and testing expected to be completed in the beginning of May.  This projected 
completion date was later revised to accommodate competition in the ASME HPVC, requiring 
the vehicle to be completed prior to 24 April.  Accordingly, the schedule was adjusted for the 
progress report, and although design and parts procurement fell behind schedule, the team 
members were able to put extra time and long hours into construction to ensure the vehicle’s 
completion on time.  Appendix J includes the Gantt chart used during the course of the project, 
with progress bars indicating task completion.  As of the completion of this report, the only task 
left unfinished is the extensive testing and benchmarking of the vehicle.  Also, not reflected on 
the schedule are numerous community events which the team members and vehicle are expected 
to attend in the upcoming months. 

Socio-environmental considerations 

The vehicle constructed during the duration of this project was designed to address the 
problems of urban congestion, air pollution, and the consumption of non-renewable resources, 
three problems associated with the typical automobile.  The vehicle is designed to operate within 
a bicycle lane, making it considerably smaller than a traditional automobile.  The vehicle is also 
being designed to be zero-emissions, relying only on electrical and human power to propel the 
vehicle.  Although the human-element of the vehicle does cause the emission of carbon dioxide 
from the human respiratory system, the volume of carbon dioxide emitted is less than one 
percent of that of a traditional automobile (Wilson, 2004), and the vehicle does not cause any 
other particulate emissions.  Because the vehicle is powered by only humans and electricity, 
which may be acquired from renewable sources, it does not require non-renewable fossil fuels.   

The vehicle is also expected to have the positive societal impact of promoting physical 
activity, which is of utmost importance in the United States where obesity is becoming a national 
epidemic.  According to the American Heart Association, heart disease, which is associated with 
obesity, is the leading cause of death in America, among both men and women (Thom et al. 
2006).  The Center for Disease Control (CDC) estimates the annual direct and indirect costs heart 
disease to be $277.1 billion (Thom et al. 2007) annually.  If used for a national average commute 
of 24.3 minutes (Census, 2003), commuting to work in the proposed vehicle would fulfill an 
individual’s recommended daily half-hour of exercise (Pate et al., 1995). 
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Conclusions 

The three senior design teams working to design and construct the proposed human-electric 
hybrid vehicle were able to work together to complete the vehicle ahead of schedule, prior to the 
ASME Human Powered Vehicle Challenge in Madison, Wisconsin.  The vehicle was able to 
compete in all three events, posting the highest sprint speed out of three participating tandem 
teams.  Although the vehicle ran over budget, many of the costs incurred for tools and materials 
were non-recurrent in nature.  Although the vehicle was unable to be benchmarked for 
performance characteristics using its electric motor, benchmarks performed with only the human 
riders indicated that the vehicle was successful in achieving its goals for turning radius, top speed 
and braking, and simulation data predicts easy accomplishment of the proposed acceleration 
minimums.  The result of the project is a vehicle that is zero-emissions, can fully integrate in 
urban traffic, and was able to successful compete in Wisconsin.  The vehicle represents a 
sustainable transportation alternative that addresses the problems of urban congestion, air 
pollution, and oil consumption associated with the traditional automobile. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A:  Regenerative braking calculations 

parameter value units
mass 260 kg
total power 2671 w
total power 1756 w
total power 605 w
total power 554 w
acceleratio 16.3 s
top speed 15.6 m/s

Acceleration
power time total energ units

Energy req 2671 16.3 43533 J
Energy req 1756 16.3 28623 J

Distance tr 127.14 m

Deceleration

avg power 123 w
energy loss 1198 J for normal deceleration as defined below

deceleratio 1.6 m/s 2̂
stopping di 76.1 m
stopping tim 9.75 s

Efficiency of regenerative braking mechanism

KE @ max 31637 J
v (breakdow 4.5 m/s This is the estimated velocity when regen wo

source of efficiency
motor effici 0.56 motor has peak efficiency ~70%, but we will not be in th
transmissio 0.85
friction 0.96
controller 0.96
battery 0.70
low speed 0.90 loss under breakdown velocity
total effici 0.28

energy re 8763 J

Average power from arodynamic friction, internal friction, and rolling friction is 

Deceleration value is borrowed from Wicks, 1997
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Regenerative braking efficiency study:

distance 3.2 km
traffic lights 21

best case scenario is that you don't have to stop at and lights, 2 riders

quantity time (s) dist (s) energy
starts 1 16.3 127.1 43533
constant s - 192.1 2996.8 116242
stops 1 9.8 76.1 8763

Total energ 159775
Total energ 8763
Fraction re 0.05

stop at 1/4 lights

quantity time (s) dist (s) energy
starts 6 97.8 762.8 261198
constant s - 127.0 1980.9 76835
stops 6 58.5 456.3 52577

Total energ 338033
Total energ 52577
Fraction re 0.16

stop at 1/2 lights

quantity time (s) dist (s) energy
starts 11 179.3 1398.5 478863
constant s - 61.9 964.9 37427
stops 11 107.3 836.6 96391

Total energ 516290
Total energ 96391
Fraction re 0.19

Less urban situation:  Your commute is 15 miles, with only 5 stops 

distance 24 km

quantity time (s) dist (s) energy
starts 5 81.5 635.7 217665
constant s - 1473.3 22984.1 891518
stops 5 48.8 380.3 43814

Total energ 1109183
Total energ 43814
Fraction re 0.04

Assume a trip from 23rd and Chestnut to Front and Chestnut.

this situation assumes you have the "average" american commute of 24.3 
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Rural situation:  Your commute is 30 miles, with only 5 stops 

distance 48 km

quantity time (s) dist (s) energy
starts 5 81.5 635.7 217665
constant sp- 3011.8 46984.1 1822443
stops 5 48.8 380.3 43814

Total energ 2040108
Total energ 43814
Fraction rec 0.02

fraction fraction
situation recaptured efficiency redelivered
no stops 0.05 0.32 0.02
1/4 stops 0.16 0.32 0.05
1/2 stops 0.19 0.32 0.06
suburban 0.04 0.32 0.01
rural 0.02 0.32 0.01
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Appendix B:  Bicycle component selection 

Crankset 

manufacturer distributer price length mass (g) bb? spindle type indle length (medal spindle (inBCD (mm) bolt patternain compatib
Campagnolo Ebay $30.00 53 39 172.5
Shimano Bike Parts USA $358.12 53 39 167 740 yes
Campagnolo Trophy $174.40 52 42 30 170-175 970
Campagnolo Ochsner $83.94 53 39 170
Campagnolo Ochsner $83.94 53 39 175
Campagnolo eBikeStop $39.00 50 34 172.5 688 no Square Taper ISO 111 9/16 110 5 9
Campagnolo eBikeStop $33.00 50 34 170 688 no Square Taper ISO 111 9/16 110 5 9
Campagnolo eBikeStop $39.00 50 34 175 688 no Square Taper ISO 111 9/16 110 5 9
Campagnolo eBikeStop $64.00 52 42 30 170 731 no Square Taper ISO 111 or 115 9/16 135/74 5 9
FSA eBikeStop $65.00 50 34 170 no Square Taper JIS 110 9/16 110 5 9
FSA eBikeStop $65.00 50 34 175 no Square Taper JIS 110 9/16 110 5 9
Sugino eBikeStop $81.00 50 36 170 670 no Square Taper JIS 110 9/16 110 5 9
Sugino eBikeStop $81.00 50 36 175 675 no Square Taper JIS 110 9/16 110 5 9
Origin8 eBikeStop $91.99 50 36 170 650 no
Origin8 eBikeStop $91.99 50 36 172.5 650 no
Origin8 eBikeStop $91.99 50 36 175 650 no
Shimano eBikeStop $99.99 52 29 170 no Hollowtech II 9/16 5 9
Campagnolo eBikeStop $118.00 52 42 30 175 970 no Square Taper ISO 9/16 135 5 9
Campagnolo eBikeStop $118.00 52 42 30 170 970 no Square Taper ISO 9/16 135 5 9

chainrings

 

Cassette 

model manuf dist price mass (g) speeds use drivetrain body chain compat.
Deore M580 Shimano BikeStop 59.99 11 32 327 9 mountain Shimano/SRAM 9 Shimano 9/10
PG-970 SRAM BikeStop 61 11 26 9 multi Shimano/SRAM 9 Shimano 9/10
Veloce UltraDrive Campagnolo BikeStop 74 12 25 282 9 Road Campagnolo 10 Campagnolo 10 10
Record UltraDrive Campagnolo BikeStop 264 11 23 188 9 Road Campagnolo 10 Campagnolo 10 10
PG-990 SRAM PricePoint 98.98 11 32 275 9 mountain Shimano/SRAM 9 Shimano 9
Miche Campy Campagnolo Bikestop 42 12 27 265 9 road Campagnolo 9 Campagnolo 9 9

sprocket

 

Front Derailleur 

model make clamp (mm) cable pull capacity type shifter style max ring chain price
Champ triple Campagnolo 31.8 bottom 22 road ergo triple traditional 52 9 40.00$ 
Mirage triple Campagnolo braze on 34 road traditional 50 16.00$ 

 

Rear Derailleur 

model make Max cog Wrap Action Length mass (g) use compatability price
Mirage Triple 9/8 speed Campagnolo 28 37 top-normal long 281 road campagnolo 9 $88.00
Veloce 9/8 Campagnolo 26 27 top-normal short 250 road campagnolo 9 $87.00
Veloce Triple 9/8-speed long cage Campagnolo 28 37 top-normal long 263 road campagnolo 9 $96.00
Mirage Triple 9/8 speed Campagnolo 26 27 top-normal short 269 road campagnolo 9 $82.00
Champ triple Campagnolo 29 37 top-normal long 263 road campagnolo 9 $52.00  

Bottom Bracket 

model make price shell (mm) mass (g) thread type interface shell price
Campy VL 68x111 Campagno $35.00 68 299 english Square Taper ISO $7.00  
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Appendix C:  Motor and controller selection 

Motor
model manuf. dist. power @ PE (hp) peak power (hp) mass (kg) voltage (v) RPM (no load) RPM (PE) type price (USD)
S28-150 Magmotor Robot Marketplace 1.0 3.0 1.7 24.0 6000 brushed servo (neodymium $299.00
S28-400 Magmotor Robot Marketplace 1.4 4.5 3.1 24.0 4900 brushed servo (neodymium) $349.00
C40-300 Magmotor Robot Marketplace 1.1 3.8 5.4 24.0 4000 brushed servo (ferrite) $299.00
GB16 PML PML 1.6 130.0 3000 brushless
Electric Scooter Motor Shihlin Allproducts 0.9 4.0 24.0 4600
DC Gear Motor Shihlin Allproducts 2.0 7.7 36.0 460
Electric Scooter Motor Shihlin Allproducts 1.0 6.8 22.0 3950
PL 350 Bionx Greenspeed 0.3 3.5 $1,100.00
PL 250 Bionx Greenspeed 0.5 4.0 $1,300.00
Perm 132 PMG Thunderstruck 6.0 15.1 11.2 48.0 2380 brushed pancake $895.00
E-tek-R Briggs and Thunderstruck 8.0 15.0 12.7 48.0 3700 brushed pancake $450.00
Mars Brushless Thunderstruck 13.0 4000 brushless $450.00
E-Tek Briggs and Greenspeed 2.7 15.0 10.0 48.0 3500 3200.0 permanent magnet $680.00
24-48v D&D Thunderstruck 6.0 16.0 25.0 48.0 3000 seperately excited $1,250.00
60-84v D&D Thunderstruck 11.0 23.0 25.0 84.0 4500 seperately excited $1,425.00  

Controller 

model manuf. dist. v (min) v (max) const. curr.(amps) peak curr.(amps) bidirectional? regen? price
2444 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 12 24 400 no no 400
4834 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 48 300 no no $325
4844 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 48 400 no no $390
4855 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 48 500 no no $500
4865 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 48 650 no no $590
7234 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 72 300 no no $475
7245 Alltrax   Thunderstruck 24 72 450 no no $590
65E40 Dart Controls Precision Electronics 24 36 40 no no $332.40
AX1500SC Roboteq Roboteq 12 40 30 250 no no $275
1231C-8601 Curtis Thunderstruck 72 144 500 yes yes $1,450
PMAC Sevcon Thunderstruck 24 60 250 yes yes $450
SevMilpak4Q Sevcon Thunderstruck 24 48 330 yes yes $450
SevSem80 Sevcon Thunderstruck 24 80 425 yes yes $625
Zilla Z1K-LV Cafe Electric Thunderstruck 72 156 1000 yes yes $1,975
Zilla Z1K-HV Cafe Electric Thunderstruck 72 300 1000 yes yes $2,550
Zilla Z2K-HV Cafe Electric Thunderstruck 72 300 10000 yes yes $4,450
VTX 75 4QD Robot Marketplace 12 24 50 110 yes yes $187  
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Appendix D:  Aeroshell material selection 

Material Strength Weight Cost Weatherproof Ease of use 

Fiberglass + Mid Low Yes Mid 

Foam - Super Low Mid Yes Easy 

Carbon Fiber +++ Low High Yes Mid 

Kevlar ++ Low Mid Yes Mid 

Acrylic + High High Yes Hard 

Polycarbonate + High High Yes Hard 
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Appendix E:  Motor size calculations 

parameter symbol value units masses mass (kg) mass (lbs)
efficiency ηm 0.91 captain 100 220.4623
air density ρ 1.2 kg/m3 stoker 100 220.4623
frontal area A 0.75 m2 motor 2 4.409245
aero drag Cd 0.25 battery 2 4.409245

rolling drag Cr 0.003 frame 10 22.04623
total mass mtot 260 kg extras 25 55.11557

gravity g 9.81 m/s2 machine tota 60 85.98028
power/perso Ph 100 w
- 35 mph tim t35 16.3 s macine & ride 260 526.9048
k power/per PPh 250 w

v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0 8.04672 16.09344 24.14016 32.18688 40.2336 48.28032 56.32704
v (m/s) 0 2.2352 4.4704 6.7056 8.9408 11.176 13.4112 15.6464
Drag 0 1.380576 11.04461 37.27555 88.35686 172.572 298.2044 473.5375
Rolling res 0 18.79484 37.58968 56.38452 75.17936 93.97419 112.769 131.5639
2 drivers, le 0 20.17541 48.63429 93.66007 163.5362 266.5462 410.9734 605.1014
Fraction of 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.486649 0.330523
P motor (w 0 0 0 0 0 0 210.9734 405.1014

v (mph) 36
v (km/h) 57.93638
v (m/s) 16.09344

2065.635
Total power ( w ) 2670.736
Fraction by riders 0.187214

2170.736
2.911005

v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0 8.04672 16.09344 24.14016 32.18688 40.2336 48.28032 56.32704
v (m/s) 0 2.2352 4.4704 6.7056 8.9408 11.176 13.4112 15.6464
1 driver, lev 0 12.94663 34.17672 71.97371 134.6211 230.4023 367.6007 554.4999
Fraction of 1 1 1 1 1 0.434024 0.272034 0.180343
P motor (w 0 0 0 0 0 130.4023 267.6007 454.4999

POWER REQUIRED FOR ACCELERATION TO SPECIFIED SPEED (2 drivers)

POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (1 drivers)

Motor size requiremen

POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (2 

Total power to accel to

Motor Size Requireme
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POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (2 drivers), 3% ascent
slope 0.03
v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0.0 8.0 16.1 24.1 32.2 40.2 48.3 56.3
v (m/s) 0.0 2.2 4.5 6.7 8.9 11.2 13.4 15.6
2 drivers, a 0.0 208.0 424.4 657.3 915.0 1205.9 1538.2 1920.1
Fraction of 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.10
P motor (w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1338.2 1720.1
Just slope 0.0 171.0 341.9 512.9 683.8 854.8 1025.7 1196.7

POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (2 drivers), 3% descent
slope -0.03
v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0.0 8.0 16.1 24.1 32.2 40.2 48.3 56.3
v (m/s) 0.0 2.2 4.5 6.7 8.9 11.2 13.4 15.6
2 drivers, d 0.0 -167.7 -327.1 -469.9 -587.9 -672.8 -716.2 -709.9
Fraction of 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -0.28 -0.28
P motor (w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -916.2 -909.9
Just slope 0.0 171.0 341.9 512.9 683.8 854.8 1025.7 1196.7

POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (1 drivers), 3% ascent
slope 0.03
v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0.0 8.0 16.1 24.1 32.2 40.2 48.3 56.3
v (m/s) 0.0 2.2 4.5 6.7 8.9 11.2 13.4 15.6
1 driver, as 0.0 128.6 265.4 418.8 597.1 808.4 1061.3 1363.8
Fraction of 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.19 0.15
P motor (w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 861.3 1163.8
Just slope 0.0 171.0 341.9 512.9 683.8 854.8 1025.7 1196.7

POWER REQUIRED FOR SPEED MAINTENANCE (1 drivers), 3% descent
slope -0.03
v (mph) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
v (km/h) 0.0 8.0 16.1 24.1 32.2 40.2 48.3 56.3
v (m/s) 0.0 2.2 4.5 6.7 8.9 11.2 13.4 15.6
1 driver, de 0.0 -102.7 -197.0 -274.9 -327.8 -347.6 -326.1 -254.8
Fraction of 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -0.61 -0.79
P motor (w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -526.1 -454.8
Just slope 0.0 171.0 341.9 512.9 683.8 854.8 1025.7 1196.7
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Appendix F:  Turning stability 

One Rider            
 ρ (ft) rx (in) rz (in) θ (deg)  v (ft/s) v (m/s) v (mph)  Radial Accel. (m/s2) Radial Accel. (G's)
 10 12.44 20.53 28  14.87 4.53 10.14  6.738 0.6876 
 15 12.44 20.53 24  17.90 5.46 12.21  6.513 0.6646 
 20 12.44 20.53 22  20.52 6.26 13.99  6.417 0.6548 
 25 12.44 20.53 22  22.94 6.99 15.64  6.417 0.6548 
Two Riders           
 ρ (ft) rx (in) rz (in) θ (deg)  v (ft/s) v (m/s) v (mph)  Radial Accel. (m/s2) Radial Accel. (G's)
 10 8.891 21.87 28  12.18 3.71 8.30  4.520 0.4612 
 15 8.891 21.87 24  14.66 4.47 10.00  4.369 0.4458 
 20 8.891 21.87 22  16.80 5.12 11.46  4.305 0.4392 
 25 8.891 21.87 22  18.79 5.73 12.81  4.305 0.4392 

 

Appendix G:  Flipping stability 

One Rider

Velocity (m/s) rz (in) ry (in)
Flipping Accel. 

(m/s2)
Flipping 

Accel. (G's)
Braking 
Time (s)

1 10.53 13.64 12.69 1.295 0.079
5 10.53 13.64 12.69 1.295 0.394
10 10.53 13.64 12.69 1.295 0.788
15 10.53 13.64 12.69 1.295 1.182

Two Riders

Velocity (m/s) rz (in) ry (in)
Flipping Accel. 

(m/s2)
Flipping 

Accel. (G's)
Braking 
Time (s)

1 11.87 32.58 26.90 2.745 0.037
5 11.87 32.58 26.90 2.745 0.186
10 11.87 32.58 26.90 2.745 0.372
15 11.87 32.58 26.90 2.745 0.558  
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Appendix H:  Expenditures 

date distributoritem model manuf quantity price total

11-Feb Robot Markmotor S280-150 Magmotor 1 $299.00 $299.00
controller VTX-75 4QD 1 $187.00 $187.00

shipping
total $486.00

23-Feb eBikeStop crankset Xenon Campagno 2 $33.00 $66.00
bottom bra VL Campagno 2 $35.00 $70.00
bbt. brackeLugless shmisc 2 $7.00 $14.00
f. derailleurMirage Campagno 2 $16.00 $32.00
r. derailleurVeloce Campagno 1 $87.00 $87.00
r. casette Miche Campagno 1 $42.00 $42.00

shipping $25.99
total $336.99

1-Mar MfgSupply jackshaft kAZ1826-12AZ1826-12 1 $27.99 $27.99
shipping $6.99
total $34.98

29-Feb Trophy Bik jackshaft c30t 94mm Shimano 1 $20.90 $20.90
RHT freewh16t ACS 1 $21.00 $21.00
LHT freewh16t ACS 1 $22.00 $22.00

total $63.90

2-Apr MfgSupply Bearing HaAZ8128 AZ8128 2 $2.29 $4.58
shipping $6.99
total $11.57

25-Mar AsRaymonCompressi CV1500-30CV1500-30 2 $37.80 $75.60
shipping $11.50
total $87.10

13-Mar Advanced Bbatteries 12V18T4LTABS 2 $48.45 $96.90
shipping $15.28
total $112.18

12-Apr McMaster boom pins 98485A14098485A140 2 $1.57 $3.14
shipping
total $3.14

9-Apr McMaster 1/2" shaft c9414T11 9414T11 1 $0.75 $0.75
5/8" shaft c9414T13 9414T13 1 $0.80 $0.80

shipping $4.25
total $5.80
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2-Apr SDP 1/2" shaft A 7C 1-160A 7C 1-160 1 7.75 7.75
timing belt A 6R 3-103A 6R 3-103 2 5.61 11.22
timing pulleA 6A 3-72NA 6A 3-72N 2 31.97 63.94
timing pulleA 6A 3-15DA 6A 3-15D 2 9.84 19.68

shipping 10.59
total 113.18

2-Apr McMaster 1/2" collar 9414T11 9414T11 1 $0.75 $0.75
1/2" bearin 6384K363 6384K363 2 $9.16 $18.32

shipping 4.25
total $23.32

25-Feb TreeFortBikdisc brakesStroker TraHayes 2 $128.99 $257.98
shipping 0
total $257.98

10-Mar RubberLiteLD45 Blue XO0S00000525004000 4 35.23 140.92
LD35 YelloXZ0S00000525004000 4 35.23 140.92
HD80 Blac X90S00001000040006 4 18.53 74.12

shipping 28.86
total 384.82

Reynolds "N" rect 1.5x1x.0654130 steel 1 4.6 4.6
tube 3/4x.049 4130 steel 3 2 6
tube 3/4x.120 4130 steel 3 3.4 10.2
tube 7/8x.120 4130 steel 2 3.9 7.8
tube 1.0x.049 4130 steel 8 2.4 19.2
tube 1.0x.058 4130 steel 17 2.21 37.57
tube 1.25x.58 4130 steel 8 3.1 24.8
tube 1-7/8x0.05 4130 steel 3 5.6 16.8
round bar 2" 6061 Alum 1 23 23

total 149.97  
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Appendix I:  Industry Budget 

item budget 

2 mechanical engineers @ $60,000/yr $120,000  

2 electrical engineers @ $70,000/yr $140,000  

1 senior engineer $90,000/yr $90,000  
fringe benefits (15%) $52,500  
lab / manufacturing space (2500 sq. ft., Philadelphia area) $15,000  

materials and components $60,000  
tools $15,000  
overhead (100%) $492,500  

total $985,000  

 
 

Appendix J:  Gantt chart 

 

 


